God created the natural numbers. All the rest is the work of man.
Introduction
The paper considers the problem of finding the largest possible set P(n), a subset of the set N of the natural numbers, with the property that a number is in P(n) if and only if it is a sum of n distinct integers all in P(n) or none in P(n). Here "largest" is in the set theoretic sense and n≥2. We call P(n) a maximal set obeying this property. For small n say 2 or 3, it is possible to develop P(n) intuitively [1] but we strongly felt the necessity of an algorithm for any n≥2. And this is precisely what is achieved here.
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Now P(n) shall invariably be a infinite set so we define the finite set Q(n) such that Q(n)=N-P(n) where the finiteness of Q(n) is also established in the paper. The finiteness of Q(n) implies that P(n) is automatically known if Q(n) is known, whence we design an algorithm of worst case O(1) complexity which generates Q(n).
Below we give the desired algorithm (the proof that Q(n) is finite is supplied in step 2):-
The Algorithm
Step 1
From the nature of the problem statement, for any given P(n), the first element in P(n) is the sum of first n natural numbers.Let X(1) represent the first element which is 1+ 2+ 3…. + n=n(n+1)/2. Now elements from 1 to ((n(n+1)/2)-1) i.e. till that natural number immediately preceding X(1) are not present in P(n) and are added to Q(n).
Step 2
Let z=X(1) + X(2) + X(3) +…..+ X(n-1) i.e. sum of first n-1 numbers belonging to P(n) Let Y(1),Y(2)……………Y(z) represent the first z consecutive numbers all in P(n). Now let S=Y(z) + 1 i.e. the number immediately following Y(z). We must also have, S=Y(1) + z as the Y(i)'s are consecutive naturals.
As z is the sum of n-1 numbers all belonging to P(n) and Y(1) belongs to P(n) so S=Y(1)+z being the sum of n numbers all belonging to P(n) belongs to P(n). Instead of using Y(1) if we use Y(2) till Y(z) then all numbers from Y(z) + 2 till Y(z) + z will belong to P(n).So now z more consecutive numbers belong to P(n). This z consecutive numbers can be used in a similar approach as above to include the next z consecutive numbers.
Proceeding like this all numbers greater than or equal to Y(1) belong to P(n).
Theorem: Q(n) is finite.
Proof: It is evident from above that we have obtained a finite number Y(1) beyond which all elements will be in P(n) so Q(n) is now a subset of elements from 1 to (Y(1) -1) and is thus a finite set.
Step 3
Our next task is to obtain the first z consecutive natural numbers all belonging to P(n). None of the numbers from 1 to X(1) -1 belong to P(n). These numbers taking n at a time can be used to generate all the natural numbers from X(1) ( X(1) is the smallest number generated taking first n natural numbers) till U where U = (X(1) -1)+ (X(1) -2) + (X(1) -3) …. (X(1) -n) i.e. the highest number possible taking the last n natural numbers of the series from 1 to X(1) -1.
As 1 does not belong to P(n), so U + 1 shall never belong to P(n) as it can only be generated using n numbers which belong to P(n) and one which does not. The next smallest number belonging to P(n) is 1 + 2 + 3 + ……………(n-1) + (U+1) =U1 (say) as all n numbers do not belong to P(n).
All numbers between U + 1 and U1 -1 are not present in P(n) and are thus added to Q(n). The range of consecutive numbers belonging to P(n), possible from this new range of numbers none belonging to P(n) (from U+1 till U1 -1) are from U1 till U2 where U2= 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + ……….n-1 + U1 -1. Now all numbers from X(1) till U belong to P(n).Using these numbers all numbers from U3 till U4 can be generated where U3= X(1) + (X(1) + 1) + (X(1) + 2)+ ……….(X(1) + n-1) and U4=U + (U -1) + (U-2) + ………….(U-(n-1))
If U1≤U3 and U4≥U2 then we have a bigger range of consecutive numbers. Now if (U4 -U1 + 1)≥z our algorithm will hold true and all numbers greater than or equal to U1 will belong to P(n) else the new numbers generated are applied the same procedure as above till we get a sequence of consecutive numbers all belonging to P(n) having length greater than or equal to z.
The beauty of the problem in a way makes the problem trivial. A sequence of z consecutive numbers all belonging to P(n) is obtained in the first iteration itself. Also we have tested this for n>=3 and n<=10000 and have noticed that the difference between (U4 -U1) i.e. the length of consecutive numbers obtained in the first iteration and z increases with increasing values of n and thus for n>=10000 also it must hold true.
For n≥3 the Algorithm amazingly reduces to a complexity O(1). This is because calculation of terms U1, U2, U3, U4 utilize only the value of n but the complexity in the steps involved are independent of this value. That is to say, irrespective of the value of n, only a constant number of steps are involved thus giving us a complexity of O(1).
For n=2 a consecutive sequence of 3 numbers (for n=2 z is found to be 3) all belonging to P(n) is found in the third iteration.
The CODE
The following is the code of our Algorithm written in C++ and run in GCC compiler #include<iostream> #include<conio.h> using namespace std; int main() { unsigned long long int n,n1[100000],n2=0; cout<<"We are to find the range of numbers all belonging to the series as specified when given the value of n "<<endl<<endl;
cout<<"Enter the value of n "<<endl<<endl; cin>>n; unsigned long long int c=0,i=1; for(i=1;i<=n;i++) c=c+i; cout<<"The first number in the series is ="<<c<<endl<<endl; //for(i=2;i<=n;i++) { // cout<<" the "<<i<<"th number of the series is "<<c + i-1<<endl<<endl; // getch(); } cout<<"Now the following numbers are not in the series"<<endl<<endl; for(i=1;i<c;i++) { cout<<i<<" "; n1[n2++]=i; } cout<endl<<endl; cout<<"The range of consecutive numbers that can be formed using the above numbers all not belonging to the series, taking "<<n<<" at a time"<<endl<<endl; cout<<c<<"and "; unsigned long long int c1=0,c2=c,low=0,high=0; for(i=1;i<=n;i++) { c1=c-1 + c1; low=low + c2 + i -1; c--; } cout<<c1<<" "<<endl<<endl; cout<<"Using the above numbers and taking "<<n<<" at a time we can generate all numbers between and including "; unsigned long long int g66=0,g77=0; for(i=1;i<=n;i++) { g66=g66+ c2 + i-1; g77=g77 +c1 -i + 1; } cout<<g66<<" and "<<g77<<endl<<endl;
for(i=1;i<=n;i++) high=high + c1 -i + 1; //cout<<" this is "<<low<<" "<<high<<endl; unsigned long long int g5=(n-1)*n; g5=g5/2; cout<<c1 + 1<<" will not be present in the series as it can be only formed by elements some of which are present in the series and some are not. "<<endl<<endl;
cout<<"The next lowest number that can be formed is the sum of "; for(i=1;i<n;i++) cout<<i<<","; cout<<" and "<<c1 + 1<<"= "<<g5+ c1+1<<endl<<endl; cout<<"All numbers between "<<c1<<" and "<<g5+ c1+1<<" are not included in the series."<<endl<<endl;
for(i=c1+1;i<g5 + c1 + 1;i++) n1[n2++]=i; unsigned long long int g=0,g1=c1+4; cout<<"Now the above numbers along with the numbers from 1 to "<<c2 -1 <<", all of which are not in the series can be used to generate all the numbers between the range "<<c1 + 1 +g5 <<" and ";
for(i=1;i<n;i++) g=g+c2-i; g=g+3+c1; cout<<g<<endl<<endl; cout<<"So now we have "<<g-c1-g5 <<" consecutive numbers. "<<endl<<endl; cout<<"If we have "<<(n-1)*c2 + g5-n+1<<" consecutive numbers then all subsequent numbers will also be there."<<endl<<endl; cout<<"As we have "<<g<<" <" <<high<<" and "<<low<<" > "<<c1 + 1 +g5<<endl<<endl cout<<"The new range will be from "<<c1 + 1 +g5<<" to "<<high<<" giving us "<<high -c1 -g5<<" consecutive numbers"<<endl<<endl;
cout<<"So now all numbers greater than "<<c1 + g5<<" are there in the given sequence."<<endl<<endl; cout<<"The numbers <= "<<c1 + g5<<" which are not present in the series gives us Q("<<"n "<<"):-"<<endl<<endl; for(i=0;i<n2;i++) cout<<n1[i]<<" "; cout<<endl<<endl; }
Examples and computer output

Ex.1:
We are to find the range of numbers all belonging to the series as specified when given the value of n.
Enter the value of n 4
The first number in the series is =10. Now the following numbers are not in the series:-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
The range of numbers that can be formed using the above numbers all not belonging to the series, taking 4 at a time 10 and 30.
Using the above numbers and taking 4 at a time we can generate all numbers between and including 46 and 114. 31 will not be present in the series as it can be only formed by elements some of which are present in the series and some are not.
The next lowest number that can be formed is the sum of 1, 2, 3, and 31= 37.
All numbers between 30 and 37 are not included in the series. Now the above numbers along with the numbers from 1 to 9, all of which are not in the series can be used to generate all the numbers between the range 37 and 57
So now we have 21 consecutive numbers.
If we have 33 consecutive numbers then all subsequent numbers will also be there.
As we have 57 <114 and 46 > 37
The new range will be from 37 to 114 giving us 78 consecutive numbers.
So now all numbers greater than 36 are there in the given sequence.
The numbers <= 36 which are not present in the series gives us Q(4):-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 31 32 33 34 35 36
Ex. 2
We are to find the range of numbers all belonging to the series as specified when given the value of n Enter the value of n 10 The first number in the series is =55 Now the following numbers are not in the series:-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32  33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 The range of numbers that can be formed using the above numbers all not belonging to the series, taking 10 at a time 55 and 495.
Using the above numbers and taking 10 at a time we can generate all numbers between and including 595 and 4905. 496 will not be present in the series as it can be only formed by elements some of which are present in the series and some are not.
The next lowest number that can be formed is the sum of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 496= 541. All numbers between 495 and 541 are not included in the series. Now the above numbers along with the numbers from 1 to 54, all of which are not in the series can be used to generate all the numbers between the range 541 and 948. So now we have 408 consecutive numbers. If we have 531 consecutive numbers then all subsequent numbers will also be there
As we have 948 <4905 and 595 > 541
The new range will be from 541 to 4905 giving us 4365 consecutive numbers. So now all numbers greater than 540 are there in the given sequence. The numbers less than or equal to 540 which are not present in the series gives us Q(10):- 
Ex. 3
We are to find the range of numbers all belonging to the series as specified when given the value of n Enter the value of n 40
The first number in the series is =820. Now the following numbers are not in the series:- The range of numbers that can be formed using the above numbers all not belonging to the series, taking 40 at a time are 820 and 31980
Using the above numbers and taking 40 at a time we can generate all numbers between and including 33580 and 1278420. 31981 will not be present in the series as it can be only formed by elements some of which are present in the series and some are not.
The next lowest number that can be formed is the sum of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 , and 31981= 32761. All numbers between 31980 and 32761 are not included in the series. Now the above numbers along with the numbers from 1 to 819, all of which are not in the series can be used to generate all the numbers between the range 32761 and 63183 So now we have 30423 consecutive numbers. If we have 32721 consecutive numbers then all subsequent numbers will also be there As we have 63183 <1278420 and 33580 > 32761
The new range will be from 32761 to 1278420 giving us 1245660 consecutive numbers So now all numbers greater than 32760 are there in the given sequence. The numbers less than or equal to 32760 which are not present in the series gives us Q (40) 
